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The Ajax deposit is a large tonnage-low grade molybdenum 
deposit located near Alice Arm, British Columbia. The property 
was discovered in 1965 and exploration work, mainly 27,000 feet 
of drilling, was done in 1965-1967, This work did not fully 
delimit the deposit but did indicate the grade of the occurrence 
was not sufficient to support profitable production and work was 
terminated. The property is controlled by Newmont Mining Cor­
poration.
The intent of this analysis is to define a molybdenum 
price at which the Ajax deposit might be capable of supporting 
economic exploitation. The analysis includes a summary of the 
geology of the deposit and examines possible tonnages and grades
available using varying cut-off parameters. From this data a
$
mining method is selected, capital costs and operating costs are 
estimated, and cash flow models are derived for various molyb­
denum prices,
The Ajax deposit is estimated to contain a possible 
196,000,000 tons at an average grade of 0.121% M0S2 using a 
cut-off of a 40 foot thickness at 0.10% MoS^- This tonnage is 
contained in three steeply dipping zones which are surrounded 
by an annular shaped mass of rock gxading 0.05% M0S2 or better.
The deposit is amenable to a block caving mining operation.
Capital cost required to place the deposit in production at a 
20,000 ton per day rate is estimated at $95 million (1974 dollars)
i
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with a 5 year exploration, development and construction period. 
Overall operating costs of $2.35 per ton are estimated. A 20 
year mine life is planned with a higher than average grade,
0.127% MoS^, being mined during the initial 5 years of production,
Cash flow models suggest $4.98/lb Mo is required to achieve 
a 15% discounted cash flow rate of return for the project using 
100% equity financing valued at 10% compound rate. Leveraged 
investment, a 75/25 debt/equity mix valued at a 10% compound 
rate, suggests a $3.2 8/lb Mo price- to achieve a 15% discounted 
rate of return on equity capital. A project break-even price,
0% discounted rate of return, is achieved at $2,. 63/lb Mo.
The Mo prices indicated should be considered as approxima­
tions in that a number of variables in this analysis require 
further definition. The two major areas of concern are:
1) the deposit requires considerable additional drilling and 
bulk sampling to firmly establish proven ore reserves, 2) both 
Canadian Federal and British Columbia Provincial tax regulations 
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The Ajax deposit is a large tonnage-low grade molybdenum 
deposit controlled by Newmont Mining Corporation. The deposit 
is located near Alice Arm, British Columbia, Canada. Explora­
tion work, including 27,000' of drilling, was conducted on the 
property during the period 1965 to 1967 At the conclusion of 
the 1967 work, it was decided the indicated grade of the deposit 
was not sufficient to allow profitable production. Title to 
the property is retained by Newmont until 19 87 by virtue of 
assessment work, applied.
The intent of this thesis is to reassess the Ajax deposit 
and to define a molybdenum price at which the deposit might be 
capable of supporting economic exploitation. This study includes 
a summary of the geology of the deposit and examines possible 
tonnages and grades using various cut-off parameters. From this 
data a mining method is selected, capital costs and operating 
costs are estimated, and cash flow models are derived for various 
molybdenum prices.
I wish to thank Newmont Mining Corporation for financial 
assistance in preparation of this paper and for permission to 
use data pertaining to the Ajax deposit. Mr. R.F, Sheldon, 
Newmont Mining - Vancouver, deserves special thanks for his 
comments, criticisms and encouragement.
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LOCATION AND ACCESS
The Ajax deposit is located in the Skeena Mining Division 
near the coastal community of Alice Arm, B.C., about 100 miles 
north-east of Prince Rupert, B.C. The Ajax claim group consists 
of 75 claims on the east slope of Mt. McGuire near the headwaters 
of Dak River, a tributary of the Kitsault River, The claims
olie approximately 8 miles northeast of Alice Arm at Latitude 55 
35' N. and Longitude 129° 24' W,
A 1.3 .mile tractor and 4 wheel drive road extends from 
Alice Arm up the Dak River to the claims. The road is currently 
washed out.
Alice Arm is served by daily air service from Prince Rupert 
and by weekly ocean going freighters. Barging services may be 
arranged from either Prince Rupert or Vancouver, slightly over 
600 miles south.
HISTORY
The Ajax deposit was discovered in 1965 by Newmont ex­
ploration personnel and was actively explored in 1965, 1966 and 
1967. Concurrently, Kennecott's B.C. Molybdenum deposit, 16 
miles southeast, was in the final stages of development for open 
pit production.
References are made to mineralization on Mt. McGuire by
H.T. James on page C 74 of the B.C. Minister of Mines Report 192 7 
and by G. Hansen on page 70 of Geological Survey of Canada, Memoir 
175,
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Hansen describes a series of narrow quartz veins containing 
sulphides of molybdenum, iron, copper, lead and zinc —  the 
LeRoy Group. The area is more recently described by N.C, Carter 
in B.C. Minister of Mines Reports for 1965 and 1966 on Pages 63-65 
and 44-46,respectively.
Development work completed during 1965 to 1967 consists 
briefly of the following:
1) a 13 mile tractor road from Alice Arm to the claims,
2) detail geologic mapping,
3) an airborne magnetic survey,
4) surface trenching and sampling,
5) 26 diamond drill holes totalling 27,000 feet,
6) limited geochemical rock sampling,
7) preliminary metallurgical tests.
TOPOGRAPHY AND CLIMATE
The Alice Arm area lies within the rugged Coast Range 
mountains (glaciated mountain terrain with elevations to 7,500') 
and on the northeastern terminus of a long fiord tying with the 
Pacific Ocean.
Locally, topography of the property is rugged. The average 
slope from the Dak River (elevation 1,500') to the top of Mt.
McGuire (elevation 5,374') is 33° Steep canyons ranging in depth
from a few feet to more than 100 feet traverse the property in 
a SW-NE direction. Bedrock is exposed in the creeks and on the
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steeper slopes above timberline- —  approximately 3,200* in 
elevation.
CLAIMS
The Ajax property comprises a total of 73 contiguous 
claims. Details of claim holdings and a claim map are presented 
as Appendix 1.
LAKES LIBRARY 






The Alice Arm area was geologically mapped by G. Hansen 
of the Canadian Geological Survey and is described in G.S.C.
Memoir 175. More recently, N. Carter, of British Columbia 
Department of Mines has examined and described many of the 
properties in the area. Carter describes the Ajax deposit in 
B.C. Minister of Mines Reports for 1965 and 1966. The reader 
is also referred to a paper by E. Southerland-Brown, Minerali­
zation in British Columbia and the Copper and Molybdenum Deposits, 
which relates metallogenic provinces to regional geologic features 
in British Columbia and which specifically attempts to classify 
the Ajax deposit.
The exploration of the Ajax deposit by Newmont Mining Corpora­
tion was directed by D.M. Cannon (1965, 1966) T. Takeda was pri­
marily responsible for surface geologic mapping, interpretation of 
drill results, and the compilation of both geologic plans and 
sections. The results of this work were summarized by R.F. Sheldon 
(1967).
Petrographic descriptions of various rock specimens and pre­
liminary metallurgical tests were conducted under the supervision 
of D.M. Hausen of the Newmont Research Facility in Danbury, Connec­
ticut.
Regional Geology
The greater part of the Alice Arm area is underlain by argil­
laceous sedimentary rocks and interbedded andesitic volcanic rocks 
of Jurassic age that are generally considered as a part of the
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Hazelton Group (Hansen) These rocks are deformed into a north­
erly trending anticline. The anticlinal structure is over 30 
miles in length and has an amplitude of 8 to 15 miles. Both 
flanks of the anticline exhibit drag folding at various scales and 
show locally complex faulting.
The eastern flank of the anticline is the locus of a belt of 
small intrusive bodies composed of quartz monzonite porphyry, 
quartz diorite porphyry, granodiorite, and associated intrusive 
rock types with which molybdenite is associated. These intrusions 
have been dated by potassium-argon methods as Tertiary in age.
'These acid intrusions crop out intermittently over a strike 
length of approx. 15 miles. The Ajax deposit is on the northern 
edge of the belt. Kennecott's B.C. Molybdenum Mine, the Bell de­
posit, and several lesser occurrences are associated with other 
stocks in this belt. The intrusions are on the eastern margin 
of the Coast Range Batholith.
The dominant fracture pattern of the area, as shown by 
faulting and jointing, is one of steeply dipping sets in north­
westerly and northeasterly directions. Concentrations of molyb­
denite mineralization are frequently found in the zones of frac­
turing and faulting when the zones are coincident with the min- 
eralogically favorable margins of the stocks.
Detail Geology
The detailed surface and subsurface geology of the Ajax 
deposit was mapped by T. Takeda as portrayed on the accompanying 
plans and sections (Appendix 2) The deposit has not been completely
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drilled and much of the subsurface geology is interpretive.
In addition, difficulty in establishing drill set-ups on the over­
steepened slope of Mt. McGuire necessitated drilling of certain 
holes obliquely to geologic structures and mineralization. This 
forced preparation of certain sections oblique to the general 
section line at N 55° E and has complicated interpretation.
Gradational lithologies are common in the Ajax deposit due 
to the combined effects of thermal metamorphism and hydrothermal 
alteration. Hence, clearly defined designations of rock types 
are difficult. For the Ajax deposit, a rock classification system 
was devised by Takeda which, although somewhat unorthodox, has 
proven workable for field purposes. The system attempts to relate 
altered rock types to their unaltered equivalents and to show the 
intensity of alteration. The full classification system is pre­
sented in Appendix 2. For the purpose of written description in 
this analysis, more generalized terminology is used,
Sedimentary rocks of the Jurassic Hazelton group, hosting 
the Tertiary Ajax pluton, are mainly black argillite. The sedimen­
tary sequence also includes calcareous and silty interbeds as 
well as tuffaceous beds that locally are useful as marker horizons. 
The general bedding strikes N 35° W with 65° - 85° NE dips, The 
bedding is locally disturbed by drag-folding and in close proximity 
to intrusive contacts.
The surface exposures on the steep eastern slope of Mt. McGuire 
show four small intrusive stocks cropping out together in an G 
elliptical area measuring 3,000 feet by 2,500 feet with the long
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axis oriented northwest. The stocks are rectilinear in plan, 
suggesting structural controls, and are linked together by an 
abundance of dikes of a composition similar to the stocks. The 
two more southerly stocks on surface are mapped as quartz-feld- 
spar porphyry while the northern stocks are monzonite porphyry. 
Cross cutting relationships in the dikes interconnecting the 
plutons have not been recognized and it is felt the varying com­
positions represent magmatic segregations from one parent magma 
rather than two or more periods of intrusion. Drilling at varying 
depths below the surface outcrops suggests the intrusions to 
coalesce at depth into a semi-continuous intrusive mass. That is, 
the small stocks seen on surface are intrusive apophysis rising 
above the main intrusive mass. The quartz-feldspar porphyry, 
prominent in the southern surface exposures, diminishes in extent 
with depth and below the 2,500' elevation is rarely seen. A 
gradational phase change, quartz-feldspar porphyry to monzonite 
porphyry, is interpreted. At elevations below 2,500', the mon­
zonite porphyry expands considerably in size although the intrusion 
is still irregularly shaped surrounding and dissecting sedimentary 
host rocks. The reader is referred to the geologic plans and 
sections presented in Appendix 2 for illustration.
Faulting and shearing are prominent within the Ajax claim 
area and two pronounced sets are recognized. The dominant set 
strikes north 35° west with near vertical dips and an ancillary 
set strikes north 50° east, again with near vertical dips, The 
northwesterly striking fault set appears to be a regional, and 
through going, structural feature and within the claims two major
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parallel fault structures are recognized. These are approxim­
ately 1,500 feet apart. Two major northeast trending fracture 
zones are also recognized. These fracture zones extend between 
the northwesterly trending structures. Viewed in plan, the above 
described structures resemble a stress couple diagram. Shearing 
and fracturing are extensively developed within the Ajax claim 
area. The shearing and fracturing is most intense in broad zones 
paralleling the major faults described.
An appreciation of the structural pattern is important as 
it has' ldrgely'controlled the entry o'f' late-intrusion hydrothermal 
activity. Concentrations of quartz-molybdenite mineralization 
are frequently found in the zones of fracturing and faulting when 
the zones are coincident with the mineralogically favorable margins 
of the stock. Similarly, hydrothermal alteration broadly reflects 
faulting and fracturing reflecting ease in entry of volatite solu­
tions .
Pervasive hydrothermal alteration accompanies the Ajax pluton 
and alteration effects are recognized as much as 3,000 feet dis­
tant from the intrusion. This alteration had modified the com­
position of both intrusive and host sedimentary rocks. Low rank 
alteration effects describe a crudely circular pattern about the 
intrusion. Progressively higher ranks of alteration exhibit an 
onion-skin concentric halo effect about the intrusion. The con­
centric effect is locally disturbed by intrusive apophysis and 
fracture zones.
a b th u r la k e s  lib r a r y  
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The alteration sequence within the argillite, in increasing 
intensity, as mapped by Takeda,is briefly described as follows:
Argillite - a finely bedded, soft, black argillite with 
a minor biotite content. Locally,zones are 
silty and approach a greywacke in compo­
sition .
Argillite hornfels -
biotite is introduced and the resultant 
rock has a chocolate-brown coloration.
Bedding is preserved,
Brown hornfels -
a granular, compact, hard rock containing 
remnants of original bedding, The com­
position is essentially brown biotite and 
anhedral quartz.
Pale Grey to Green Silicified Rock (hornfels) -
the rock is largely composed of quartz 
with minor albite, chlorite and epidote.
Often remnants of "brown hornfels" are 
found.
Considered in more conventional alteration terminology, weak to in­
tense propylitic alteration (Argillite hornfels - Brown hornfels) 
is in gradational contact with phyllic-marginal potassic altera­
tion (Pale grey to Green Silicified Rock (hornfels)) Argillic
alteration is not well developed as the argillites have a low
original feldspar content.
Lithologic descriptions of the intrusive rocks, in increasing 
alteration intensity, were mapped by Takeda as follows:
Monzonite Porphyry -
Greenish-grey rock containing pale grey 
to white feldspars (to h") in a fine grained 
greyish matrix of plagioclase, chloritized 




grey-white rock with approx. 10% rounded 
quartz phenocrysts in an aplititic to 
porcelaneous matrix composed of plagio- 
clase and quartz with minor fine bio- 
tite-muscovite.
Mixed Zone of Leucocratic Porphyry with Monzonitic
Remnants -
light grey mottled rock containing 
variable amounts of introduced silica 
and development of sericite after plagio- 
clase. The rock shows relic intrusive 
textures.
Leucocratic Porphyry -
light grey to white intensely silici­
fied porphyry with intense sericitiza- 
tion. Biotite is altered to muscovite 
and quartz veinlets are ubiquitous. Secondary 
potassic feldspar is locally conspicuous.
Lithologic descriptions of altered intrusive rocks do not conveni­
ently fall within conventional alteration terminology. Descriptions 
of Monzonite porphyry and Quartz porphyry, each considered phases 
of the same parent magma, directly suggest propylitic alteration.
The classifications "Mixed zone of Leucocratic Porphyry with 
Monzonitic remnants" and "Leucocratic Porphyry" broadly encompass 
phyllic to intense phyllic-marginal potassic alteration, respectively. 
The significant feature to be recognized is that intense alteration 
exists and that concentrations of molybdenite are best developed 
in phyllic to marginal phyllic-potassic alteration zones —  
namely, "Pale grey to green silicified rock (Hornfels)" in altered 
argillites and in "Leucocratic Porphyry" in altered intrusive rocks.
The distribution of intensely altered rock considered favor­
able for concentration of Molybdenite mineralization is closely 
related to faulting and fracturing. In the Ajax deposit these
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zones roughly assume the form of a parallelogram in plan. The 
main body of the Ajax pluton does not outcrop and, subsequently, 
preferred alteration zones are not well developed in surface 
exposures but are increasingly better developed with depth.
The distribution and geometry of mineralized zones is described 
in the following section on Mineralization.
Mineralization
Molybdenite mineralization is associated with secondary 
quartz and occurs in quartz veinlets in hairline fractures, as 
stringy lenses with pyrrhotite or as smears along fracture sur­
faces. Relatively minor amounts of molybdenite are also found in 
disseminated form associated with interlocking quartz and pyrrhotite 
within highly siliceous and seriticized sections of leucocratic
ftporphyry, The majority of the molybdenite is, however, found 
within the fine quartz veins with molybdenite concentrated along 
contact boundaries of the veinlets.
Total sulfides generally constitute less than 2% of the rock 
by volume. Under certain conditions the quartz veinlets may also 
contain pyrite, chalcopyrite, sphaleritef galena, tetrahedrite, 
scheelite, cosalite and possibly stibnite.
Quartz veinlets are ubiquitous within both the intrusive and 
sedimentary rocks, Several periods of fracturing and veining are 
suggested by cross-cutting relationships of the quartz veinlets.




2. Quartz - trace MoS2
3. Quartz - MoS^
4. Quartz - MoS2
5. Quartz-pyrrhotite-minor chalcopyrite
6 . Quartz-pyrrhotite-pyrite-sphalerite-galena-
chalcopyrite-tetrahedrite-cosalite - rare MoS2
Quartz veinlets from Stages 1 - 5  tend to be less than % " in 
width, rarely exceeding 1" in.width, and may constitute a reti­
culated stockwork of varying individual fracture altitudes. Stage 
6 quartz veining differs in that veins may be up to 3 feet 
in width, the quartz is typically coarse grained and drusy, and 
when sulfides are present they constitute massive lenses and blebs
Quartz veining is apparent throughout large volumes of rock 
in the Ajax deposit. The better grades of molybdenite minerali­
zation occur, however, in areas of high fracture density in which 
stockworks of quartz veins are well developed. Stockworks of 
suitable intensity closely reflect major zones of faulting and 
fracturing which, in plan, describe the form of a parallelogram 
in the Ajax deposit. These zones were probably subject to re­
peated, or recurrent, fracturing as evidenced by cross-cutting 
relationships of quartz veins.
The use of the term high density stockwork is somewhat 
subjective as related to molybdenite grades. It is possible 
that with additional knowledge of the deposit, concentrations 
of specific generations of molybdenite bearing quartz veins will
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be more closely delineated forming a better basis for under­
standing of the deposit. At this time, it is simply concluded 
the best areas of molybdenite mineralization conform broadly 
with faulted and fractured areas which also exhibit intense 
hydrothermal alteration -- phyllic to potassic. These zones 
typically contain molybdenite concentrations in excess of 0 .10% 
mos2.
When rock grading 0.05 to 0.10% Mo^ is considered, the 
deposit then assumes a more conventional cylindrical form which 
totally encompasses the higher grade parallelogram. The mass 
of lower grade material is well developed at the 2,500 ft. and 
lower elevations with a gross diameter for the entire cylindrical 
zone being 1,800 to 2,200 ft. The reader is referred to the 
2,500' geologic plan in Appendix 2 for illustration. Above the 
2,500 ft. elevation the distribution of 0.05 to 0.10% M0S2 grading 
material somewhat more erratic and it is interpreted one is ap­
proaching the hood or top of the mineralization zone.
Drilling is not of sufficient density to fully delineate 
the distribution and tenor of molybdenum mineralization within 
the Ajax deposit. Current data is sufficient, however, to give 
a good first approximation of what may be expected by more de­
tailed investigation. Individual zones of molybdenite mineraliza­
tion grading in excess of 0 .10% M0S2 are schematically portrayed 
in plan and described as follows:
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The "A" zone consists of a stockwork of molybdenum bearing quartz 
veins which occur in a steeply dipping tabular body. In plan the 
zone is somewhat over 400' in width, approx, 2,000' in length/ 
(elongate northeasterly) and has been drill intersected over approx. 
2,000' vertically. The "A" zone is open to depth. The zone 
parallels two relatively strong northeasterly striking, steeply 
southerly dipping faults, Molybdenum concentrations greater than 
0 .10% M0S2 show distinct northeasterly trends sympathetic with the 
faults,
The "B" zone follows a northwest striking fault structure and 
coalesces with the "A" zone in the north eastern portion of the 
deposit. The "B" zone is roughly 250' in width and 1,200' to 
1,500' in length. The zone outcrops between the 2,500' elevation 
and the 3,000' elevation and is open below the 1,500' elevation. 
Again,the zone grades better than 0., 10% M0S2 and mineralization 
appears relatively uniform and persistent with depth.
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The "C" zone is parallel to the "A" zone and occurs in the 
southern portion of the deposit. The "C" zone is elongate NE.
The portion of the zone grading better than 0., 10% M0S2 is roughly 
200' in width above 2,500' elevation and expands to slightly over 
400' in width at the 1,500' elevation with a length of 1,200' 
to 1,400' The "C" zone is the least well defined by drilling.
Perhaps a fourth zone could be described closing the parallel­
ogram and lying on the western side of the deposit. The zone 
is poorly defined by drilling. The zone probably reflects a north 
westerly trending fracture zone joining the "A" and "C" zones. The 
zone probably grades better than 0., 10% Mo and the plan area is 
roughly 400' x 400' and is continuous over a 2,000' vertical 
range, The zone is inferred to become erratic with depth. This 
material has not been included in ore reserve calculations.
Sampling and Assaying
Sampling of molybdenum deposits by surface trenching and 
drilling has proven difficult in many instances and sampling 
results may be misleading. Several problem areas are recognized 
which may have a bearing on the Ajax deposit.
Oxidized conditions in the surface trenches at Ajax indi­
cated surface sampling would be misleading. Subsequently surface 
trenching at Ajax was limited and the sampling results are not 
used in reserve calculations,
R.F. Sheldon, in his Summary Report on the Ajax deposit 
(Sheldon 1967) discusses potential sampling errors inherent in
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the Ajax drilling. Sheldon's comments are reproduced verbatim:
Diamond Drill Core
i) Recovery of MoS0 Values 
—  ----------------------
Although overall core recovery approximated 9 5%, 
there was some doubt as to whether the recovered core 
gave a true indication of the molybdenite values in the 
rock penetrated by the drill holes, Molybdenite losses 
in certain drill intercepts were considered high based 
on the following observations:
(a) Massive veinlets of M0S2 similar to those pres­
ent on the surface showings were not seen in the core, 
leading to the belief that the soft molybdenite
was ground-up and flushed away.
(b) Some slight erosion was noted from small molyb­
denite veinlets in the drill core,
(c) The only hole from which sludge could be 
collected was D.H, #3 where one bulk sample of 
reamings was collected in casing the hole from 
0 - 643 feet. The sludge from reaming assayed 
0.13% M0S2 versus an average assay of 0.08% M0S2 
for the corresponding core interval. Core recovery 
for the hole is recorded as 96%.
An examination by the writer of most of the drill core in 
rthe 1966 and 1967 drilling,with particular attention to 
possible molybdenite losses by erosion and grinding, indi­
cates that the deficiency is not likely to exceed 10 to 
15 percent. It is reasonable to assume that some loss 
occurred in drilling this very soft, platy mineral, par­
ticularly at breaks in the core which often coincided 
'with the quartz veinlets containing the molybdenite.
The inability of collecting drill sludges at Ajax 
poses a serious problem regarding an assessment of the 
drill-indicated grade of MoS2 * It has been the experience 
of several molybdenum properties that weighted sludge 
assays are a necessary complement to the core assays in 
grade determinations.
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ii) Drill Core Sample Preparation
Core samples were taken over ten foot sections 
unless evident, marked changes in the amount of molyb­
denite present dictated otherwise, The core from each 
sample was split lengthwise and normal to the most pro­
minent fracturing, One-half of the core was returned 
to the core tray to be retained. The other half was 
crushed to - h inch and passed through a Jones Splitter 
three times to reduce an approximate 15 pound sample to
1.5 pounds. The crusher rejects were collected and 
stored for possible later usage. The sampling procedure 
and the amount of sample used for assay was checked 
by varying the number of passes through the splitter and 
then comparing the assay results. The 1„5 pound samples 
were found to be representative for assay purposes.
Assaying of split portions of Ajax diamond drill core was ini­
tially done by two laboratories in Vancouver, British Columbia. 
Routine cross-checking of select samples to confirm assay reliabili­
ty between these assayers noted discrepancies in M0S2 grades de- 
termined and subsequently considerable attention was given to 
reconciliation of assay results. R.F. Sheldon describes this 
sequence of events and the subsequent disposition of the problem 
(Sheldon 1967):
Assaying
The core samples were all chemically assayed by either 
Coast Eldridge Engineers and Chemists Limited of Vancouver, or 
Technical Service Laboratories of Vancouver, with periodic 
cross checks run by one or the other.
The accurate determination of small percentages of 
molybdenum in rock samples on a routine laboratory basis 
is a problem, and some inconsistencies were noted in the 
1966 assaying which resulted in added checks being run 
at that time. A group of 25 double samples (both pulps 
and rejects) ranging in grade from 003% MoS~ to 0., 35%
M0S2 were assayed by Coast Eldridge to check the T.S, 
Laboratories'results, The aggregate results agreed
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within 4% with T.S. Laboratories being the higher, but 
assays of individual samples varied by as much as 40%,
The average results of the 25 samples in % M0S2 were 
as follows:
T.S.L. (original) Coast Eldridge (pulp) Coast Eldridge (reject) 
0.164 0.158 0.156
In July, 1967 a further 41 samples were cross­
checked between these two assayers, and T.S, Laboratories' 
average results were indicated to exceed those of Coast 
Eldridge by approximately 20%. Subsequently, these same 
pulps were assayed by Endako Mines Limited with the average 
of the 41 samples shown as:
Type Original Pulp Pulp Pulp
Assayer T.S.L. T.S.L. C.E. Endako
Average 0.135 0.123 0..109 0.115
Thus, the T.S. Laboratories'original assays exceed 
Coast Eldridge by 24% and Endak, by 21.7% in this compari­
son .
The Endako results averaged 5% higher than those of 
Coast Eldridge for the 41 samples, and an additional 64 
sample pulps of Coast Eldridge assayed by Endako showed 
Endako to be the higher by 3.6%.
The overall results of the assay checks indicate 
that Coast Eldridge assays are acceptable, and perhaps 
slightly conservative, whereas the T.S. Laboratories' 
assays, while not uniformly high, are high on the average 
by some 20%. The T.S. Laboratories assays for the 1966 
drilling are in much better agreement than those for 
the 1967 drilling, but all are suspect of erratic devia­
tion. For certain assay lots there would appear to be 
reasonable agreement as if the erratically high results 
were a product of certain sample preparations, weighing 
balances, or an individual assayer.
Re-assays of as many T.S. Laboratories pulps as 
were available have been run in order to cut down the 
dependence on T.S. Laboratories assays as much as possible 
with the result that only about 14% of the tonnage reserve 
as calculated utilizes T.S. Laboratories assays with the 
reduction as noted below.
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Selection of Assays for Grade 
and Tonnage Calculations
1) Where only the original T,S. Laboratories assays
are available, they have been reduced by a factor of 20%,
2) Where either Coast Eldridge or Endako assays are 
present for an assay interval as well as those of T.S, 
Laboratories, the T.S. Laboratories assays have been 
disregarded.
3) Coast Eldridge and Endako assays are accepted 
at the full values shown,
4. If both Coast Eldridge assays and Endako assays 
are available, then the mean value of the two assays 
has been used.
Bulk sampling is required to accurately determine the actual 
grade of the Ajax deposit. Comparison of bulk sampling results 
to diamond drill core assays would allow establishment of correla­
tion factors to facilitate tonnage-grade^determinations.
Without bulk sampling, the question of correlation factors 
is largely conjectural. In this writer's opinion, an upgrading 
of grades from diamond drill sampling is a strong possibility. 
Further, it is felt such upgrading would not be a linear function 
for all assay ranges (i.e. 1.10 x diamond drill grade), but a 
non linear function in which the lower assay ranges have a small 
upgrading factor while higher assay ranges have progressively 
larger upgrading factors.
ORE RESERVES
Computation of ore reserves for a given deposit demands 
knowledge of a number of factors relating to mining methods used,
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operating costs, metal prices,etc. In the Ajax deposit, 
additional complications exist in that the deposit is not drilled 
on close centers and that drill indicated grades may be slightly 
lower than the in-situ grade of rock to be mined.
Recognition of these uncertainties makes selection of 
cut-off criteria difficult for the Ajax deposit. Subsequently, 
preliminary calculations were made to determine a "ball-park" 
■range for tonnage and grade, These calculations suggested a 
large tonnage (100-300 Mil. tons) of low grade ( <0„15% M0S2)
rock was potentially available. Consideration of the geometry 
of the deposit and its topographic location suggested the deposit 
would face a high strip ratio if mined by conventional open 
pit methods. It was decided the deposit had sufficient tonnage 
to support a large tonnage mining operation (open pit or block 
cave) but that it was probable the grade was insufficient to 
allow profitable production at current molybdenum prices.
Initially, determination of cut-off grade was based on a 
large tonnage block cave operation in which mining costs of 
$1.30/ton and milling costs of $0„85/ton yielding an 85% recovery 
were carried. Mo price was varied between $2.05/lb. and $5.00/lb. 
and the following table summarizes cut-off grades determined.
Note that cut-off grades are expressed in % M0S2 while molyb­
denum price is per pound Mo.
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Inspection of this data lead tp the selection of 0.10% MoS2 as 
a cut-off grade to calculate tonnage and grade for the Ajax 
deposit.
Using the tonnage and grade determined at an 0., 10% MoS2 
cut-off as a standard, a statistical approach is used to estimate 
tonnage and grade available at alternate cut-off grades ranging 
from 0.06% MoS2 to 0.15% in 0.01% MoS2 increments,
„ . . ^ , mining cost + concentrating costFootnote #1: Cut-off grade = ?-=------ z-1— =------ ------ ̂ (metal price - refining cost) x recovery
Footnote #2: Ore reserves may include a quantity of marginal material
which cannot support haulage costs, blasting etc. If 
in the course of mining, lower grade material must be 
taken to expose higher grade sections, a second cut-off 
grade classification may be made in which mining costs 
are considered to be such costs:
C t - O H  grade (marginal, - p S S S S  ST
recovery
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Ore Reserves @ 0.10% MoS  ̂Cut-off.
Several methods were considered for determination of ore 
reserves. It was considered the general approach used by Sheldon 
was the most logical in terms of available data, This approach 
consists of separate analyses for determination of both grade 
and tonnage using the following criteria:
1) Surface oxidation has influenced grades in trenched 
surface exposures and subsequently this data has not been 
used in calculations,
2) The minimum acceptable assay interval used was 40' at 
0.10% M0S2 / equivilent to 4,0 feet % MoS2 <
3) Drill intercepts of material grading less than 0.10%
M0S2 have been averaged into applicable ore sections in 
view of non-selective mining methods contemplated.
4) The tonnage factor used was 12.0 cubic ft. per ton.
5) Available geologic data suggests 3 primary blocks
(A, B, and C,—  previously described) grading better than 
0 .10% M0S2 and tonnage and grades are computed independently 
for each.
Grade Calculations 
Average grades for individual sections were determined by 
assigning geologically inferred boundaries to mineral intersec­
tions at varying grades greater than 0.10% M o S ^ ' The areas des­
cribed by these inferred boundaries were then used to determine 
a weighted average grade for each section.
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The weighted average grades from each section were then 
averaged to arrive at a mean grade for each ore block (A, B, C) 
(Appendix 3)
Grades determined by section were:
Block A 0.122 Q,*6 mos2
Block B 0..140 g.*o MoS2
Block C 0.117 o~o m°s2
A grade calculation was also made from plans of the Ajax 
deposit at 500' elevations, Again, assay boundaries are geological­
ly inferred. The results are as follows:
By Section By Plan
Block A 0.122 % MoS2 0.119 % MoS2
Block B 0.140 " 0.145 "
Block C 0.117 " 0,115 "
c
The difference between values is that the grade determination in 
plan better allocates grade to specific volumes of rock while 
the section grade is based on arithmetic averaging of all sections, 
The close correspondence between methods does emphasize the 
general amenability of the Ajax deposit to statistical techniques.
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Tonnage Calculations 
Tonnage determinations were made by preparing level plans 
for the 3,000, 2.500, 2,000 and 1.500 foot elevations and, based 
on the sections prepared above, assigning plan areas to rock 
grading > 0.10% M0S2 . Again, geologic inference was used to
assign areas,
The tonnage was determined by computing areas at varying 
grades for each elevation and dividing areas by the tonnage 
factor (12.0 cubic ft/ton) to establish tons per vertical foot 
for each block. Tonnage determinations, with the grades as de­
termined by the plan method, are summarized as follows:
Tonnage and Grade @ 0.10% MoSn Cut-off







2,500' 25,393,750 .124 4,085,000 0.141 10,537,500 .116
2 ,000' 32,435,000 .117 11,397,500 0.144 20,482,500 .116
1,500' 36,127,500 .115 14,520,000 0.146 25,965,000 ,113
SubTotal 105, 828,7-50 .119 30,002,500 0.145 61,050,000 .115
Deposit Total: 196.8 Mil, tons @ 0.121 MoS^
Ore Reserves @ Variable Cut-off
A statistical approach has been used to determine tonnage 
available at varying cut-off grades. The method used is based on 
the assumption that drilling to date is essentially random with
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each drill hole being representative of roughly equal volumes 
of rock.
In the reserve calculation based on an 0,. 10% M0S2 cut-off, 
each hole was separately analysed and intersection criteria 
exceeding 40' @ 0.10% M0S2 @.0 ft, %MoS2) was used as an ore 
section. A similar method is used for cut-off grades ranging 
from 0.06% to 0*15% ^0^2 in 0 .01% M0S2 increments in which
intersection criteria is 40 x cut-off grade.
The accumulated footage of drill intersections meeting the 
-40 x e.utro.ff. grade requirement has been determined for 'each drill 
hole. These data were then consolidated for all drill holes and 
weighted average grades determined. Appendix 4 shows a sample 
calculation for drill hole number 30.
The following data is a tabulation of total non-continuous$
footage intersected at various cut-off grades and computed 
weighted average grades.
Cut-off in % M0S2
.06 .07 .08 .09 .10 .11 .12 .13 .14 .15
% MoS _____________   *
Cumulative ft.
.106 .119 .125 .133* .137 .144 .156 .159 .168 .178
12,473 9535 8144 7082 6190 4882 3446 3176 2287 1677
This data is statistically treated to determine both tonnage 
and grade expansion factors for varying cut-off grades. The detail 
tonnage grade calculation using an 0 .10% M0S2 cut-off is used 
as a standard.
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Tonnage Expansion Factor - Variable Cut-off Grade 
Using linear regression, the function in the form Y = mx + b
is:
Y = -1.120945 x 105 x +1,765913 x 104 
2r = 95.72% = coefficient at determination
Using an exponential f it the function, in the form
, mx .y = be is:
y = 46309.,12e ”21"31x 
2r = 98.4% = coefficient of determination
The coefficients of determination for both the linear regression 
model (95.7%) and the exponential model (98.4%) are reasonably 
good fits in statistical terms. The exponential function is 
probably a better fit, at the extreme ranges, however, and is
in general in closer accordance with expected populations statis­
tically, The exponential function is thus used and is equated 
directly to tonnage using the calculated tonnage at an 0 .10% MoS^ 
cut-off as a standard as follows:
. fAC orin ,0 -21.31x. 196.8 x 106tons = (46,309.12e ) 5498.30
Drill Indicated Deposit Grade - Variable Cut-off 
Using linear regression the function, in the form y = mx +
is:
y = 0.749697X + 0.063782 
2r = 98.4% = coefficient of determination
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Using an exponential fit the function, in the form y = bemx . .is:
y - 0.080391e 5.339569x
2 98 .,4O,“O coefficient of determinationr
The coefficients of determination for both models are very good 
and the difference between their projected values over the range 
examined is minimal, The linear function is used because of its 
simplicity in calculation. The function is modified by subtrac­
ting 0.018% M0S2 to equate it directly to the grade determined 
in the tonnage calculation using-an 0 .10% MOS2 cut-off giving 
the following equation:
The statistically indicated tonnages and drill indicated 
grades at varying cut-off grades are presented following as a stat­
istical Mineral Inventory. It is emphasized these data are 
statistically determined and that their purpose is to define a 
"ballpark" range for tonnage and grade.at variable cut-off grades. 
The results do not reflect detail calculations for each grade 
range (0 .10% M0S2 cut-off excepted)
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Figures 1 and 2 graphically display the relation between tonnage 
and cut-off grade and deposit grade and cut-off grade, respectively.
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SELECTION OF MINING METHOD
Two potential mining methods are considered in possible 
exploitation of the Ajax deposit:
1) Mass Caving (Block Caving)
2) Open cut (open pit)
Costs associated with each method are examined and a break 
even range at which point one method is favoured over the other 
is established,
Mass Caving
To determine mass caving costs discussions were held with 
Mr. Jack Pelletier, Magma Mining Company, and with Mr. Kendrick 
Climax Mines,
San Manuel allocates its costs in the following manner and 
the same format is used in this analysis.
1) Initial exploration of the deposit (drilling, bulk 
sampling etc.) is accounted for separately and is 
not allocated to operating costs.
2) Lateral development to allow access to the initial 
mining area is not allocated to operating costs; 
similarly, .initial purchase of merchandized under­
ground equipment is carried as a capital cost.
3) Development ‘of the initial area to be mined (an 18 
month ore supply is used) is carried as a capital 
cost and the "rule of thumb" for this development 
is $12 - $15 per square foot undercut. This figure 
includes undercutting, finger raises (ore passes), 
haulage level, and grizzly level. The discrepancy 
in costs, $12 - $15, reflects different methods used 
at San Manuel and Climax. San Manuel uses total 
gravity feed to the haulage level and costs approxi­
mately $15 per square foot undercut. Climax uses 
mechanical slushing and subsequently has a lower
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initial development cost but higher operating 
costs,
4) Actual mining costs are broken into two categories, 
mining and continuing development.
A. Mining costs at San Manuel are 80C per ton 
(65,000 tons per day) and at Climax are 95C 
per ton (30,000 tons per day) Mining costs 
at a rate of 20,000 - 60,000 tons should range 
between 80 £ to $1.25 per ton.
B. Continuing development is the cost of further 
development (undercutting) to.maintain current 
mineable' reserves (18 months) and is allocated 
on a per ton basis at 50£ to 60C per ton.
In a mass caving operation, a vertically ascending column of 
rock, approximating in plan the area undercut, is available from 
a given undercut area. It has not proven possible to "swing" a 
cave block to conform to a dipping zone and thus, in a non- 
vertically dipping ore body, one must establish undercut levels 
at an elevation differential which maximizes tonnage available 
versus dilution. The Ajax deposit would appear to require 
undercut levels approximately 500' apart vertically in which 
70 - 75% of the indicated tonnage is available.
Mass caving operating costs are summarized as follows:





















Note 1: Milling of the Ajax ore is conservatively carried at
$0.85 to $1.00 /ton. The lower estimate is favored although 
potential deleterious elements within rock mined could 
force a higher milling cost.
Note: 2: General and administration costs of $2 million
per year are estimated and allocated on the basis of 10 
million tons ore mined per year.
Open Cut Mining
Open cut (open pit) mining costs are more readily available 
and the technique is generally better understood because of far 
wider usage. Cost data, herein presented, have been arrived at 
from discussions with Newmont Mining personnel and the Canadian 
Mining Journals, Reference Manual and Buyers' Guide - 1973.
Costs, presented in a format parallel to that defined for 
Block Caving techniques, are:
1) Initial exploration of the deposit (drilling, bulk 
sampling etc.) is accounted for separately and is not 
allocated to operating costs,
2) Prestripping, removal of overlying waste rock prior 
to initiation of "full scale" mining, is not allocated 
to mining costs. (Canadian Tax Authorities loosely 
define "full scale" as that point at which ore milled 
equals or exceeds 60% of the rated mill capacity) 
Prestripping costs are determined on the tonnage removed 
at the mining cost presented following.
3) Open pit mining costs generally vary between 25 and 35 
cents/ton. These figures are dependent on mining rate
and conditions encountered within individual pits; 
favorable or adverse haul grades, rock fragmentation 
characteristics, etc. Waste rock removal is considered 
equal in cost to ore mined although variations in cost/ 
ton may exist due to haul length, etc.
Open pit mining costs, on a per ton basis, are 
variable within a given open pit as the costs include 
both the mining of a given ore block and the cost of 
mining waste rock to expose the ore section. A strip 
ratio: ( tons waste ) is thus determined and actual
tons ore
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mining cost is the sum of tons of waste and ore multiplied
by the mining cost per ton.
Strip ratios (w/o) are dependent on topographic 
considerations for a given ore body and are a function of
pig walloslope, A generally accepted pit slope range is
35 - 45 dependent on local rock conditions,
Open cut operating costs on a per ton basis for the ^ 
Ajax deposit are estimated at 30C per ton. 3
Operating costs are as follows:
-
Mining .30 $/ton § n S
s s s
Milling ,85 $/ton
General and Admin. .20 $/ton O o ^s s i£5 ̂1.35 $/ton
Relating these costs to various strip ratios costs
are:
tw/o)> Ratl° 0/1 1/1 2/1 3/1 4/1 5/1 6/1 7/1 8/
Operating cost x x 2;25 2 2 8$ 3-15 3.45 3
(? per ton)
Cost Comparison - Block Caving vs. Open Pit
From the costs derived for both mass caving and open cut mining 
it is apparent open cut mining shows lower operating costs until 
a certain strip ratio is reached at which point block caving gains 
an advantage. Figure 3 illustrates this break-even point. The 
figure equates MoS2 assaYs (diamond drill) and recoverable value 
of Mo produced (85% mill recovery - $2,. 05 Mo/lb) The range for 
block caving costs is superimposed and it is seen grades of 
0.112% M0S2 and 0.140% M0S2 reflect cut-off grades for low and high 
estimates,respectively. Similarly, open pit costs for various 
strip ratios are also superimposed. Using the poorest block caving
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cost ($3.05) it is seen an open pit operation is more efficient 
if a strip ratio of 5,6/1 (w/o) or less may be maintained.
From topographic considerations, it is apparent an open pit 
operation for the Ajax deposit would face a high strip ratio.
To more quantitatively analyse the strip ratio of the Ajax 
deposit, a mini-computer (HP-65) program (appendix 6) was devel­
oped to model strip ratios on a bench by bench basis. This data, 
Appendix 5, suggests that, using a 0,10% cut-off and a 40°
pit slope, the deposit containing 194 mil, tons carries an 8,4/1 
strip ratio. Although this strip- ratio-does not meet the 5,6/1 
break-even point suggested, it was felt that it was sufficiently 
close to deserve a more detailed examination. Thus, a second 
determination of strip ratios was made using the more conventional
technique of direct measurement of areas by section and computing*
volumes, and a 7.96/1 strip ratio for the entire deposit was 
determined.
The results of the two analyses are summarized as follows:
Mathematical Model Measured
Tons exterior waste 











Tons waste total l.,6.71 mil tons 1,579 mil tons
Tons ore total 198 mil tons 198 mil tons
Overall strip ratio (w/o) 8 .42/1 7.96/1
The strip ratios for initial years could be decreased con­
siderably by pit optimization but the same total amount of waste 
would have to be taken later in the pit life.
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Again considering the 5,. 6/1 strip ratio break-even point 
and using data generated in the measured strip ratio determina­
tion, total tonnage within the same pit to meet the 5.6/1 ratio 
is calculated as follows:
SR = 5.6 = tons exterior waste + tons in pit - tons ore
1 tons ore
5.6 = 1.280 + 497 - tons ore
1 tons ore
tons required to meet 5.6/1 strip ratio = 269 mil tons.
Examination of the Statistical Mineral Inventory derived 
shows to achieve this tonnage a cut-off grade of between 0 ., 0 8 
and 0.09% M0S2 / yielding an overall diamond drill indicated 
grade of 0.10 6% to 0.113% M0S2 is required. As a grade of 0.140% 
M0S2 is required to operate a 5.. 6/1 strip ratio with $2.05 Mo/lb 
at an operating break-even ,open pit mining does not appear 
feasible unless a substantial upgrading of assays or tonnage 
is determined by future work.
With similar reasoning, using the high estimate of $3.05 
for block caving,approx. 115 mil. tons at a grade of 0.140% M0S2 
are indicated by diamond drilling. Using the low estimate of $2,35 
for block caving, an operating break-even point using $2 ,05 Mo/lb is 
achieved at 0., 112% M0S2 . At this grade, 0.112% MoS2 f slightly over 
240 mil.tons are indicated.
It is concluded block caving yields a lower unit cost of 
production than does open pit mining in the case of the Ajax 




Capital costs in this analysis are broken into two stages, 
exploration and development. The exploration phase is the initial 
stage and is designed to achieve a production decision in a 
2 year period. Assuming a positive production decision, capital 
costs in this analysis are then designated as development ex­
penditures, It is thought both the exploration and development 
stage, if done on a continuous basis, may be completed in a 5 
year period allowing full scale production at the beginning of 
year 6 ,
The basis for the capital cost estimates is a mass caving 
operation with 500' undercut levels operating at 20,000 tons 
per day. The ore is to be milled by an on site surface facility 
by conventional milling techniques.
Exploration Stage —  2 Years
The primary intent is to achieve a production decision and 
work entails cross-cutting, by adit entry, the Ajax deposit 
at the 3,000', 2,500' and 2,000' levels, The cross-cutting will 
allow bulk sampling *to reconcile grade, provide representative 
material for pilot mill testing, and will provide access for
underground drill definition of the deposit itself, If work
proceeds beyond this stage these entryways may be used in initial 
development of ore blocks for a mass cave- operation.
Gross capital costs are estimated as follows and are dis­
played on a year to year basis on page 42,
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Cross cutting 8 1 x 8 1 - 8,000' @ $150/ft. $1,2 mil
Raising- 6 1 x 6 ' - 2, 000' @ $200/ft 0.4 mil
Drilling - 100,000' @ $10/ft 1.0 mil
Pilot mill and tests 0.4 mil
Assaying 0.1 mil
Road repair and camp facilities 0.3 mil
Contingencies 0.4 mil
Total Exploration Stage 3.8 mil
Cost estimates for lateral development, raising and drilling 
were arrived at through informal discussions with Canadian Mine 
Services, a Canadian mine contractor, The estimate for a pilot 
mill is based on actual cost of a similar plant in Northern 
British Columbia whose cost was increased by 12% per year from 
1971 to adjust for inflation.
Development Stage
9
The development stage in this analysis is Considered the 
cost of developing and equipping the deposit for production with 
a further allowance for continuing ore definition (exploration) 
The costs are summarized as follows:
Mill - equipment and installation
@ $1,400/daily ton milled $ 28.0 mil
Mine - equipment and installation 7.5 mil
Services - technical design and consulting
services 8.0 mil
Road and Dock facilities 5.7 mil
Undercut development
- undercut 5.5 mil
- lateral 5,,5 mil
Exploration (contains provision for
additional drifting and drilling) 7.0 mil
Tailings and Environmental 8.5 mil
Townsite (employee supported housing
and facilities) 3.5 mil
Interest expense 12.0 mil
Total Development Stage 91.2 mil
GRAND TOTAL TO PRODUCTION 95.0 mil
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Capital costs for a conventional milling facility were in 
the early 1970's estimated at $800 - $900 per ton of daily mill 
capacity, Based on the Canadian Mining Journals, Reference 
Manual and Buyers' Guide, recent costs are now felt to approxi­
mate $1,150 per ton of daily mill capacity, A figure of $1,400 
per daily ton is used in this analysis reflecting current equip­
ment shortages and cost increases, The estimate for mine equip­
ment was based on a similar cost escalation of data in the 
Reference Manual and Buyers' Guide. The estimate for technical 
design and consulting services is. based on a percentage of the 
total capital cost (9%) The figure determined for road and 
dock facilities is not well researched and is intended to include 
an 11 mile all-weather road (with allowance for rock work), con­
centrate storage and warehouse facilities at tidewater, and 
dock construction.
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Cash flow models are generated for the Ajax deposit using 
ore reserves, capital costs, and operating costs derived in 
previous sections of this report, The objective of these models 
is to determine a price for molybdenum at which the deposit 
meets investment criteria of: 1) a 15% discounted cash flow
rate of return, and 2) a minimum $2 million cash flow per 
year. The analysis includes both 100% equity financing and 
leveraged investment with a 75/25 debt equity mix.
Molybdenum prices varying from $2,. 05 Mo/lb to $5.00 Mo/lb 
in increments of $0,50 Mo/lb are used for the models. Gross 
smelter returns, net operating profit, aggregate Provincial 
Taxes, Federal tax, net profit after tax, and cash flows are 
determined on a yearly basis and presented in the accompanying 
tables. Discounted cash flow rates of return are then computed 
by determining the appropriate discount rate for positive cash 
flows generated to match the net present value of capital costs 
valued at 10% compound rate at year 0 of the project. In the 
leveraged case, the 75/25 debt/equity mix, it is assumed equity 
capital is expended In the initial stages of development followed 
by debt capital.
Factors Used for Analysis
Basic data used for the cash flow models of the Ajax deposit 
are summarized:
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lj On the basis of limited, drill testing, the deposit 
is characterised by 3 essentially tabular blocks of 
molybdenite mineralization which extend over 2,000' 
in a vertical dimension. The three blocks may be 
visualized in plan as forming three sides of a parallel­

























Subtotal 105,828,750 0..119 30,002,500 0..145 61, 050,000 0,115
Deposit Total 196,. 8 Million Tons at 0.121% MoS
2) Metallurgical tests suggest a 85%+ Mo recovery is possible 
yielding a saleable MoS^ concentrate.
3) The cost of transporting the concentrate is estimated 
at $33. 33 per ton, or 10C/lb Mo.
4) The ore is mined by a gravity flow mass cave opera­
tion and is concentrated by an on-site mill adjacent to 
the mine.
5) Consideration of the dipping nature of the ore blocks 
and the tendency of a mass cave to approximate a verti­
cally ascending column dictates undercut levels at approx.
500' vertical levels. With this undercut level separa­
tion approx. 70% at the in-situ tonnage is available 
without excess dilution. For example, 10 tons of reserves 
yield 7 tons to the mill,
6) Dilution of ore material may be expected by mixing 
with adjoining lower grade rock, At an 0.10% MoS2 cut­
off, most ore boundaries show gradual assay wall cut­
offs and with reasonable mining constraints dilution 
should not be a large factor. An off-setting factor
tp dilution by mixing may reasonably be expected in that
grades defined by diamond drilling may be lower than the 
in-situ rock grade by virtue of ground core and negative
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sludge returns. For the purposes of this analysis, 
drill indicated in-situ rock grade is used without a 
dilution factor. This assumption may be conservative.
In consideration of the above data, optimization techniques 
lead to the selection of a 2,000+ ton per day mine with a 20,000 
ton per day concentrator in which:
1) at the 20,000 ton per day rate total operating 






operating 2 „ 15 $/ton
General and admin, .20 $/ton
Total: 2.,35 $/ton
2) General and administrative costs during the production 
life of the deposit are estimated at $2 ,000,000 per year 
and are allocated on a per ton basis above,
3) Development costs prior to initiation of production 
are carried as a capital cost item and are not included in 
total operating cost.
4) Higher grade ore blocks are mined in the early years 
of the deposit to accelerate cash flows.
5) Capital cost to equip the Ajax deposit for production 
(including further exploration) is estimated at $95,000,000.
6) It is assumed the deposit is in full production five 
years after re-initiation of work,
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Federal and Provincial Tax Regulations - British Columbia 
Canada
The general trend for minerals taxation has changed substan­
tially in the last two years in Canada. The reasons for this 
trend, the size of the changes and the rate at which they have 
taken place are complex and beyond the scope of this paper. It 
is significant, however, that currently an unresolved conflict 
exists between Federal and Provincial taxation.bodies in which 
both are attempting to increase their own share of the economic 
rent generated. The imposition of these taxes has been made 
with little regard to the mining industry and in British Columbia 
certain situations are possible in which a company may be assessed 
taxes exceeding their net operating profit.
Clearly, the above presents a potentially impossible situa­
tion for private development and exploitation of mineral resources 
and, as it would not appear to be the intent of Canadian Govern­
ments to nationalize industry, certain future tax modifications 
and relaxations are expected. With the demonstrated govern­
mental flexibility in imposing and modifying various taxes, both 
on Federal and Provincial levels, prediction of future developments 
is not possible.
For the purposes of this analysis, and in recognition of im­
pending changes, several assumptions have been made as outlined 
below:
1) Provincial Level —  Bill 31, an "excess profits" tax 
based on a designated value for a given metal on which sales 
over 120% of the designated value are taxed at a 50% rate
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has not been used, This ta;x has drawn extensive criticism 
from both industry and knowledgeable taxation authorities 
and total withdrawal of the Bill is a strong possibility,
All other Provincial taxes are used at their present 
levels.
2) Federal Level - Existent regulations include two con­
troversial points, depletion and deduction of Provincial 
taxes for Federal taxable income, Currently a reduced 
(from 197 3 and previous .years) depletion rate is allowed 
although depletion remains nationally a controversial issue, 
Depletion, on a cost basis, is carried in this analysis 
at the allowed 25% rate, Strong Provincial representations 
have been made to the Federal government asking Provincial 
taxes and royalties be allowed as Federal tax deductions —  
the intent is to lower the burden on mining companies, The 
Federal government has adamantly resisted this transfer of 
taxation power and thus this analysis does not allow Provin­
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grade items to 















1 1.0 0 . 2




6 .128 0.5 2.2 19,270 2,162 1,086 0 -16,084 -1,624
7 ,127 1..0 1 ., 0 19,120 2,013 1,061 0 -11,469 -1,047
8 .128 L.O 1.0 19,270 2,162 1,086 0 - 8,519 - 924
9 .128 1.5 0.5 19,270 2,162 1,086 0 - 6,390 - 924
10 125 1.5 0.5 18,819 1,715 1,010 0 - 5,272 -1,295
11 .122 1.5 0.5 18,367 1,268 934 0 - 4,600 -1,666
12 .123 1.5 0, 3 18,517 1,417 960 0 - 3,486 -1,342
13 .122 2.0 18,367 1,268 934 0 - 3,167 -1,166
14 .123 1.0 18,517 1,417 960 * 0 - 1,593 - 542
15 .123 0.5 18,517 1,417 960 0 - 778 - 42
16 .122 0.5 18,367 1,268 934 0 - 681 - 166
17 .122 18,367 1,268 955 42 - 146 270
18 .122 18,367 1,268 1,012 163 - 377 92
19 .123 18,517 1,417 1,037 161 - 174 217
20 .115 17,313 224 757 0 - 656 - 532
21 .115 17,313 224 757 0 - 593 - 532
22 .115 17,313 224 757 0 - 575 - 532
23 .113 17,012 - 73 706 0 - 809 - 780
24 .113 17,012 - 73 706 0 - 800 - 780
25 .113 2.0 17,012 - 73 706 0 - 3,394 -2,780




























.128 0.5 2.2 23,500 6,392 1,805 -12,573 1,886
.127 1.0 1.0 23,317 6,210 1,774 - 7,986 2,435
.128 1.0 1.0 23,500 6.392 1,805 - 5,008 2,586
.128 1.5 0.5 23,500 6,392 1,805 - 2,879 2,536
0 .125 1.5 0.5 23,950 •5,846 1,712 - 1,843 2,133
1 .122 1.5 0.5 22,399 5,300 1,620 - 1,253 1,679
2 .123 1.5 0.3 22,582 5,482 1,748 203 684 1,730
3 .122 2.0 22,399 5,300 1,747 265 - 566 1,287
4 .123 1.0 22,582 5,482 1,908 537 269 2,036
5 .123 0.5 22,582 5,482 2,033 796 355 2,152
6 .122 0.5 22,399 5,300 2,005 803 404 1,990
7 .122 22,399 5,300 2,064 926 713 2,309
8 .122 22,399 5,300 2,074 946 764 2,279
9 .123 22,582 5,482 2,128 994 855 2,385
0 .115 21,114 4,025 1,754 731 440 1,539
1 .115 21,114 4,025 1,757 738 457 1,528
2 .115 21,114 4,025 1,760 743 469 1,521
3 .113 20,746 3,660 1,667 678 368 1,315
4 .113 20,746 3,600 1,668 680 374 1,311
5 .113 2.0 20,746 3,600 1,615 570 - 1,905 - 524
41.0 54.0 36,145
D.R.O.R. (100% equity financing) = -2.39%
D.R.O.R. (75/25 debt/equity) = 3.58%
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AJAX-BLOCK CAVE
Mine Exp. Add. 
grade items to 




$3.00 Mo/lb designated value 
Profit







1 1.0 0 „ 2
2 2.0 0.6
3 8.5 9,7
4 9., 5 19.5
5 7.5 16,.0
6 .128 0.5 2.2 28,200 11,092 2,604 0 -8,671 5,788
7 ,127 1..0 1.0 27,980 10,874 2,567 0 -4,115 6,306
8 .128 1.0 1.0 28,200 11,092 2,604 0 -1,107 6,488
9 .128 1..5 0 „ 5 28,200 11,092 2,604 0 266 6,488
10 .125 1.5 0.5 27,540 10,436 2,493 0 726 5,943
11 .122 1.5 0.5 26,879 9,779 2,862 1,002 - 355 3,914
12 .123 1.5 0,3 27,099 9,998 2,958 1,124 471 4,114
13 .122 2.0 26,879 9,779 2,946 1,177 585 3,655
14 ,123 1.0 27,099 9,998 2,134 1,490 1,336 4,374
15 .123 0.5 27,099 9,998 3,227 1,684 1,826 4,586
16 .122 0.5 26,879 9,779 3,184 1,672 1,832 4,422
17 .122 26,879 9,779 3,239 1,786 2,120 4,754
18 .122 26,879 9,779 3,245 1,806 2,155 4,733
19 .123 27,099 9,998 3,307 1,851 2,247 4,839
20 .115 25,336 8,247 2,855 1,530 1,735 3,861
21 .115 25,336, 8,247 2,858 1,535 1,747 3,854
22 .115 25,336 8,247 2,859 1,538 1,755 3,849
23 .113 24,896 7,810 2,747 1,458 1,629 3,604
24 .113 24,896 7,810 2,747 1,460 1,633 3,601
25 .113 2.0 24,896 7,810 2,694 1,349 - 646 1,766
41.0 54.0 88,938
D.R.O.R. (100% equity financing) = 3.98%























1 1.0 0 2
2 2.0 0 „ 6
3 8.5 9. 7
4 9.5 19.5
5 7.5 16.0
6 .128 0..5 2.2 32,901 15,793 3,430 0 -4,979 9,689
7 ,127 1.0 1.0 32,644 15,537 3,360 0 - 244 10,177
8 * .128 1.0 i.o- 32,901 15,793 3,403 0 •1,055 10,389
9 .128- 1.5 0.5 32,901 15,793 3,403 0 2,715 10,389
10 .125 1.5 0.5 32,130 15,026 3,273 0 3,388 9,752
11 .122 1.5 0.5 31,358 14,259 4,027 1,842 999 6,389
12 .123 1.5 0., 3 31,615 14,515 4,165 2,038 1,650 6,511
13 .122 2.0 31,358 14,259 4,111 2,017 1,940 6,130
14 .123 1.0 31,615 14,515 4,308 2,337 2,702 6,869
15 .123 0., 5 31,615 14,515 4,381 2,490 3,088 7,143
16 .122 0.5 31,358 14,259 4,335 2,483 3,115 6,940
17 .122 31,358 14,259 4,394 2,606 3,424 7,259
18 .122 31,358 14,259 4,403 2,626 3,475 7,229
19 .123 31,615 14,515 4,477 2,688 3,588 7,349
20 .115 29,559 12,470 3,950 2,315 2,994 6,205
21 .115 29,559 12,470 3,953 2,322 3,012 6,194
22 .115 29,559 12,470 3,956 2,326 3,024 6,187
23 .113 29,045 11,959 3,824 2,234 2,878 5,900
24 .113 29,045 11,959 3,825 2,236 2,884 5,896
25 .113 2.0 29,045 11,959 3,772 2,126 605 4,060
41.0 54.0 139,650
D.R.O.R. (100% equity financing) = 8.34%.
D.R.O.R. (75/25 debt/equity) = 16.80%
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AJAX-BLOCK CAVE
Mine Exp. Add. 
grade items to
7.2 Mil tons/yr. 
(Thousands of $)
$4.00 Mo/lb













1 1.0 0 . 2
2 2.0 0.6
3 8.5 9,7
4 9., 5 19., 5
5 7 „ 5 16.0
6 .128 0 „ 5 2.2 37,601 28,493 4,202 0 -2,253 13,590
7 .127 1.0 1.0 37,307 20,200 4,153 0 1,994 14,047
8 .128 1.0 1.0 37,601 20,493 4,202 0 3,720 14,290
9 .128 1.5 0.5 37,60i 20,493 4,202 0 5,441 14,290
10 .125 1.5 0.5 36,720 19,616 5,312 2,623 2,168 9,680
11 .122 1.5 0.5 35,838 18,739 5,192 2,682 2,354 8,864
12 .123 1.5 0,3 36,132 19,031 5,339 2,885 3,016 9,007
13 .122 2.0 35,838 18,739 5,316 2,941 3,508 8,480
14 .123 1.0 36,132 19,031 5,511 3,243 4,218 9,277
15 .123 0.5 36,132 19,031 5,576 3,378 4,558 9,577
16 .122 0.5 35,838 18,739 5,513 3,352 4,543 9,373
17 .122 35,838 18,739 5,568 3,466 4,830 9,704
18 .122 35,838 18,739 5,575 3,480 4,866 9,683
19 .123 36,132 19,031 5,656 3,545 4,979 9,830
20 .115 33,782 16,693 4,781 2,551 2,872 9,360
21 .115 33,782 16,693 4,865 2,725 3,310 9,103
.115 33,782 16,693 4,923 2,846 3,616 8,923
.113 33,194 16,108 4,812 2,821 3,653 8,474
.113 33,194 16,108 4,840 2,881 '3,803 8,386N .113 2.0 33,194 16,108 4,806 2,810 1,625 6,491i
41.0 54.0 190,421
D.R.O.R. (100% equity financing) - 11.17%
D.R.O.R. (75/25 debt/equity) = 20.33%
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AJAX-BLOCK CAVE
7.2 Mil tons/yr. $4.50 Mo/lb
$4.50 Mo/lb designated value
Mine Exp. Add. 
grade items to 
% in yr dep.
„ „ assets 









6 .128 0.5 2.2 42,301 25,193 5,001
7 ,127 1.0 1.0 41,970 24,864 4,946
8 .12 8 1,0 1..0 42,301 25,193 5,206
9 .128 1.5 0.5 42,301 25,193 6,642
10 .125 1.5 0.5 41,310 24,206 6,519
11 .122 1.5 0.5 40,318 23,219 6,357
12 .123 1..5 0.3 40,649 23,548 6,512
13 .122 2.0 40,318 23,219 6,481
14 .123 1.0 40,649 23,548 6,685
15 .123 0.5 40,649 23,548 6,750
16 .122 0.5 40,318 23,219 6,678
17 .122 40,318 23,219 6,733
18 .122 40,318 23,219 6,740
19 .123 40,649 23,548 6,830
20 .115 38,005 20,916 6,149
21 .115 38,005 20,916 6,151
22 .115 38,005 20,916 6,153
23 .113 37,344 20,258 5,983
24 .113 37,344 20,258 5,984











































































Mine Exp. Add. 
grade items to
7.2 Mil tons/yr, 
(Thousands of $)
$5.00 Mo/lb























6 .128 0.5 2.2 47,001 29,893 5,801 0 3,119 21,392
7 ,127 1.0 1.0 46,634 29,527 5,738 0 6,840 21,789
8 .128 1.0 1.0 47,001 28,893 7,271 3,063 4,638 17,558
9 ,128 1.5 0.5 47,001 29,893 7,864 4,298 4,531 15,730
10 .125 1.5 0.5 45,900 28,796 7,713 4,372 4,904 14,710
11 .122 1.5 0.5 44,789 27,699 7,521 4,362 5,064 13,815
12 .123 1., 5 0., 3 45,165 28,064 7,688 4,578 5,747 13,997
13 .122 2.0 44,798 27,699 7.605 4,537 6,005 13,556
14 .123 1.0 45,165 28,064 7,831 4,877 6,801 14,355
15 .123 0.5 54,165 28,064 7,904 5,030 7,186 14,629
16 ,122 0.5 44,798 27,699 7,829 5,003 7,180 14,366
17 .122 44,798 27,699 7,888 5,126 7,489 14,684
18 .122 44,798 27,699 7,898 5,146 7,540 14,654
19 .123 45,165 28,064 8,000 5,229 7,687 14,835
20 .115 42,228 25,139 7,244 4,690 6,827 13,204
21 .115 42,228, 25,139 7,247 4,697 6,844 13,194
22 .115 42,228 25,139 7,249 4,702 6,856 13,187
23 .113 41,493 24,407 7,061 4,568 6,644 12,777
24 .113 41,493 24,407 7,062 4,570 6,650 12,774
25 .113 2.0 41,493 24,407 7,009 4,460 4,370 10,938
41.0 54.0




































































The Ajax deposit is not economic at current molybdenum 
prices under the constraints applied. The prices computed to 
achieve a 15% discounted cash flow rate of return are:
100% equity financing - $4,98 Mo/lb
75/25 debt/equity financing - $3.28 Mo/lb
An accounting breakeven (0% D.R.O.R.) is achieved at $2.. 63 Mo/lb. 
Discounted rates of return, for both total equity and debt/equity 
financing, plotted against Mo price is graphically displayed in 
Figure 4,
This analysis used Mo price as the main variable. The prices 
computed above may be directly equated to required increases 
in mine grade using the current molybdenum price of $2.30 Mo/lb 
(E & M. J „ - Dec. 74) as follows:
100% equity financing - 0.262% M0S2 (116.5%
increase)
75/25 debt/equity financing - 0.175% *(44.6% in­
crease)
A mine grade of 0„138% M0S2 (a 14.1% increase) -is required to achieve 
an accounting breakeven. Similarly lesser increases of both 
price and grade may be combined to achieve the same result.
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The intent of this analysis has been to determine a combina­
tion of Mo price and "ore grade" required to support economic 
exploitation of the Ajax deposit.
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The Ajax deposit is a cylindricaly shaped mineralized 
zone (diameter 1, 800 - 2,200') containing greater than 0., 05%
M0S2 - Within this cylindrical body, structural controls are 
interpreted to define three steeply dipping bodies oriented 
roughly like three adjoining sides of a parallelogram which con­
tain M0S2 consentrations greater than 0 ., 10% M0S2 .
Diamond drilling is not of sufficient density to fully de­
limit and define the extent and tenor of the Ajax deposit. On 
the basis of available data, possible ore reserves were calculated 
using a cut-off of 40 feet of 0.10% MoS2 yielding 196,, 8 million 
tons grading 0 .121% M0S2 .
An analysis of mining methods suggests a block cave operation 
using undercut levels at 500' vertical intervals should yield 
the lowest unit cost of production. Conventional open pit methods 
were considered but the method was rejected as the deposit carries 
an 8/1 w/o strip ratio.
At a 20,000 ton daily milling rate, capital cost required 
to place the deposit in production is estimated at $95 million 
(1974$) with a 5 year exploration, development and construction 
period. The five year period comprises a 2 year exploration 
phase consisting of adit entry for bulk sampling, further diamond 
drilling, and metalurgical testing costing $3.8 million, and a 
3 year construction and development phase costing $91.2 million.
Operating costs are estimated to aggregate $2„35 per ton in­
cluding mining at $0.,80/ton, continuing development $0.50/ton, 
milling at $0 ,,85/ton, and general and administration at $0,. 20/ton.
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Initial development of an 18 month ore supply is allocated to 
pre-production expenses, continuing development allocates ongoing 
preparation of undercuts, etc, to each ton mined.
Cash flows were determined for a possible mining operation 
using Molybdenum prices ranging from $2„05 Mo/lb to $5,00 Mo/lb 
in $0,50 Mo/lb increments. Both Canadian Federal taxes and 
British Columbia Provincial taxes are undergoing major changes 
at this time and it is difficult to forecast future levels. In 
this analysis, December 19 74 tax regulations were used with the 
exception of B.C. Provincial Bill 31, a controversial royalty 
tax designed to limit excess profits
Cash flow models suggest $4.98 Mo/lb is required to achieve 
a 15% discounted cash flow rate of return for the project using 
100% equity financing valued at a 10% compound rate. Leveraged 
investment, a 75/25 debt/equity mix valued at a 10% compound 
rate, suggests $3.28 Mo/lb to achieve a 15% D.R.O.R. on equity 
capital. An accounting breakeven, 0% D.R.O.R., is achieved at 
$2.63 Mo/lb.
The Mo prices should be considered as approximations as a 
number of variables in this analysis require further definition. 
Areas of concern are: 1) the deposit requires considerable addi­
tional drilling and bulk sampling to establish proven ore reserves,
2) the metallurgical characteristics of the rock are not clearly 
established, and 3) both Canadian Federal and British Columbia 
Provincial tax regulations are undergoing major changes and it 
is difficult to forecast future taxation levels.
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At current Molybdenum prices the Ajax deposit is not suggested 
to be economically exploitable. A major upward revision in Molyb­
denum pricing, as related to production costs, is a requisite to 
profitable production and such a price increase is not foreseen 
in the near term. Similarly, an increase in deposit grade might 
achieve the desired profitability levels but potential grade 
increases are thought limited to a level considerable below that 
required.
The Ajax deposit contains a large volume of Molybdenum bear­
ing rock and as such is a valuable asset in the long term. Main­
tenance of title to the property is recommended so long as mainten­
ance costs do not exceed the present value of future cash flows —  
a subjective judgment.
At such time when factors combine to indicate a more profit­
able position for the Ajax deposit, it is recommended further 
exploration be initiated. Exploration facilitated by adit entry 
appears the most efficient method of gaining additional informa­
tion. Primary exploration objectives should include further 
definition of tonnage and grade, bulk sampling, and metallurgical 
testing. In consideration of difficulties posed by topography and 
climate, further exploration of the Ajax deposit from surface is 
of limited value.
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Geologic Legend, Geologic Plans and Sections
Original Rocks and Altered Derivatives
(a) Hazelton Group
Argillite - Usually a medium soft to soft, black slaty member 
with only a minor biotite content. Sometimes silty and approaches 
a greywacke. Contains up to 5 percent pyrite and pyrrhotite 
as fine disseminations and coatings,
Argillite Hornfels - Altered argillite whereby the introduction 
of biotite has resulted in a chocolate brown colour. Original 
bedding is largely preserved. Gradational change to brown horn­
fels as intrusive stocks are approached.
Brown Hornfels - Finely granular, compact, tough, well fractured 
and contains but few remnants of original structural features, 
Composed essentially of brown biotite and anhedral quartz with 
surface exposures limonite-^stained due to disseminated pyrrho­
tite and pyrite,
Pale Green to Grey Silicified Rock (Hornfels) - Composed of 
fine grained quartz with minor albite, chlorite and epidote and 
is apparently the result of hydrothermal alteration of fractured 
brown hornfels, Usually some angular remnants of brown hornfels 
remain.
Fine Grained Tuffaceous Flow - Only the suspected altered deri­
vatives, as shown below, are found within the area mapped.
Massive Silicified Quartzitic Rock - Light grey to white, res­
embling quartzite and occurs as thin interbeds in the altered 
argillaceous members.
Pale Green to Grey Silicified Rock - Similar to the alteration 
product of hornfels as described above but lacking the mottled 
•appearance. Locally carries lenses of creamy garnet.
Porphyritic Tuffaceous Andesite - Composed of euhedral crystals 
of dark green pyroxene up to h inch in a pale green, fine grained 
matrix. Occurs as lava flows up to 50 feet thick within the 
argillitic members and is usually bordered by the fine grained 
tuffaceous flows which may represent chilled facies,
The more highly altered varieties of the above andesite 
show a greater degree of chloritization and possible sericiti- 
zation.
(b) Intrusives
Monzonite Porphyry - Greenish-grey rock containing pale grey to 
white feldspar crystals (porphyroblasts) up to h inch in a fin'e 
grained greyish matrix of plagioclase, chloritized hornblende 
and biotite. Quartz is only rarely observed.
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Quartz Porphyry - Greyish-white with about 10% rounded quartz 
phenocrysts in an aplitic to porcelaneous matrix composed mainly 
of plagioclase and quartz with minor biotite-muscovite as the 
only mafic noted.
Dykelet Zone - Comprises dykes and apophyses of the above intru­
sive rocks.
All of these intrusive rock types as shown herein may ex­
hibit alteration derivatives as follows:
Mixed Zone of Leucocratic Porphyry with Monzonitic Remnants - 
Light grey, partially mottled due to bleaching and with subdued 
characteristics of the rocks of origin as an effect of hydro- 
thermal alteration.
Leucocratic Porphyry - Light grey to white, mottled, intensely 
silicified porphyry whereby alteration has sericitized the 
plagioclase, and the biotite has altered to muscovite. Usually 
closely fractured and containing a network of quartz stringers.
(c) Dykes
Lamprophyre - Black, hard, fine grained, northeast striking 
dykes up to 6 feet in width composed of hornblende and biotite 
were observed south and east of the intrusive stocks. They are 
postporphyry and contain no sulphide minerals.
GEOLOGICAL LEGEND■■ I I I ITP HIM .
O R I G I N A L  R O C K A L T E R E D  D E R I V A T I V E S
H A Z E L T O N  GROUP
a Argillite - £ lr  Argillitic hornfels
? Fine tuffaceous flow ( 9 ) «'„» Massive silicified (quartzitic)
v v v 






+ + + 
+ + Monzonite Porphyry
op Quartz Porphyry
Mixed Zone of 
leucocratic porphyry with 
monzonitic remnants
"Dykelet Zone"
(Apophyses 8  dykes of the 
above intrusives )
Leucocratic porphyry 
with q u a rt stringer 
network 8  minor argil litic 
alteration
D Y K E
A . Lamprophyre
M IN E R A L IZ A T IO N
MOS2 boundary (known) 
MOS2 boundary (assumed) 
MOS2 — 0  - 1 5 %  and better 
MOS2 - 0 I %  — 0  15%  
MOS2 -  0  0 5 %  — 0  1 %  
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Appendix 3 ORE RESERVE CALCULATIONS




Planimeter Footage % MoS n % X A Coeff
67-4 67-4 .081 1580-1710 130'
A
,100 .008100
4+00S 14 .101 980-1240 260' ,125 .012625
15 .038 360- 450 90' ,113 .004294
.039 530- 630 1001 ,106 .004134
.035 790- 870 80' ,122 . 004270
.040 940- 960 2 0' ,115 .004600
30 .138 30- 140 560' ,112 .0154 56
350- 800
0+QOS 3 .104 870-1138 268' .133 .013832
2 .029 116- '-418 302-' .181 '.005249
.038 507- 779 272' ,170 .006460
1 .019 183- 285 102 ' .097 .001843
.087 370- 750 380' ,130 .011310
5 .039 446- 567 215 1 ,131 .005109
659- 753
.017 238-311.5 73.5' .126 .002142
19 .020 0- 140 140’ ,183 .003660
.137 480-1070 590' .133 .018221
20 .024 100- 270 170 ' ,118 .002832
67-3 67-3 .134 850-1010 160' ,104 ,013936
.237 1220-2080 860' .116 .027492
67-1 67-1 .079 1020-1060 40' .122 .009638
Total Block A 1.436 .175203




9+00S 29 .104 500- 850 350' ,151 .015704
67-3 67-3 .144 230- 510 280' .119 .017136
0+00 3 .072 320- 420 1 0 0' .164 .011808
Total Block B ,320 .044648






DDH No. Planimeter Footage %MoS„
29 .032 850- 993 143' .107 .003424
27 .110 340- 475 235' .116 ,012760
525- 625
27 .170 950-1340 390’ .130 .022100
31 .057 320- 430 200' ,115 .006555
530- 610
67-2 .169 1010-1394 384' ,118 .019942
67-1 .073 1170-1320 150' ,105 .007665
67-1 .100 1790-2047 257' ,106 .010600
Total Block C 711 083046
Wt. Av. Grade 5M0S2 Block C ,117
GRAND TOTAL 
METHOD 1 2.467 302897
Weighted average grade of deposit 0.123% MoS2
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Grade Calculation —  By Plan
Block Elevation
Assay Values Projected on Horizontal 
Sections %M0S
A 3,000 ,118 + ,126 ,122
B 3,000 -------- —
C 3,000 ,112 + ,113 .113
A 2,500 ,112 + ,116 + ,133 + ,181 + ,106 + 105 .124
B 2,500 ,164 + ,119 .141
C 2,500 .114 + ,122 + ,108 + ,124 .116
A 2,000 125 + , 106 + 116 + ,104 + ,133 .117
B 2,000 .151 + ,119 + ,168 .144
C 2,000 105 + ,130 + ,118 + , 107 ,116
k i',5 00 .113 + ;ii6-+ ,10-6 + , 125 + ,104 ,115
B 1,500 , 151 + 119 + ,164 ,146
C 1,500 .105 + ,118 + ,107 ,113





C 3,000 13,550 .113 1,531
Total Elev. 3,000' 53,125 6,359 .120
A 2,500 62,000 ,124 7,688
B 2,500 16,340 .141 2, 304
C 2,500 28,600 .116 3,317
Total Elev. 2,500' 106,940 13,309 .125
A 2,000 67,740 ,117 7,926
B 2,000 29,250 .144 4,212
C 2,000 53,330 .116 6,186
Total Elev. 2,000' 150,320 18,324 .122
A 1,500 76,770 .115 8,828
B 1,500 28,830 , 146 4,209
C 1,500 50,530 .113 5,709
Total Elev. 1,500' 156,130 18,746 .118
Total for deposit 466,515 56,738 .121







Tonnage Calculation -from Horizontal Sections 
Area (sq. ft)
Volume (av.
















Total tons 1,500 to 3,000 = 2,171,325,00012 180,943,750
From sections the mineralized zone extends to the 3,600' surface 
elevation. In order to account for the tonnage above the 3,000' 
elevation the tons per vertical foot for the 3,000' level have been 
extended an average height of 300' to represent this wedge- 
shaped topographic portion.
53,125 x 300 = 15,937,500 tons
Total tons of deposit = 180,943, 750 + 15,937,500 = 196., 8 M tons
Grade and Tonnage Summary
Tonnages and grades as calculated for the zonal blocks of the 
deposit are as follows:
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APPENDIX 5 AJAX DEPOSIT STRIP RATIO SUMMARY (Mathematical Model)
for 196,8 Mil tons @ 0,121! 
M0S2 Cut-off,
(Thousands of Tons)












3,500 — -- — — /3,400 2,463 28,576 31,039 1,424 21,797
3,300 7,560 27,616 35,155 2,384 14,973
3,200 12,841 26,728 39,569 3,272 12,093
3,100 18,367 25,804 44,171 4,196 10,527
3,000 24,117 24,880 48,997 5,120 9,570
2,900 30,093 23,956 54,049 6,044 8,943
2,800 26,293 23,032 59,325 6,968 8,514
2,700 42,718 22,108 64,826 7,892 8,214
2,600 49,367 21,184 70,551 8,816 8,003
2,500 56,242 20,260 76,502 9,740 7,854
2,400 63,341 19,194 82,535 10,806 7,633
2,300 70,6 65 18,128 88,793
is
11,872 7,499
2,200 78,214 17,062 95,276 12,938 7,364
2,100 85,988 15,996 101,988 14,004 7,282
2,000 93,986 14,930 108,916 15,070 7,227
1,900 102,209 14,752 116,961 15,248 7,671
1,800 110,657 15,574 125,231 15,426 8,214
1,700 119,330 14,396 133,726 15,604 8,570
1,600 128,227 14,218 142,445 15,782 9,026
1,500 137,350- 14,040 151,390 15,960 9,486
Deposit
Total: 1,270,012 401,434 671,446 198,530 8.419/1
Analysis uses: 1) 12 cubic ft./ton
2) 40° pit slope.
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AJAX DEPOSIT STRIP RATIO SUMMARY (Measured)
measured for 196,. 8 Mil tons at 0. 











3,500 — — — — —
3,400 16,993 6,097 23,090 1,425 16 ,2
3,300 21,807 8,735 30,542 2,343 13.0
3,200 28,715 11,770 40,485 3,272 12,.4
3,100 34,515 13,221 47,736 4,196 11-.4
3,000 39,917 15,068 54,985 5,120 1 0,. 8
2,900 43,564 16,123 59,687 6,044 9 9
2,800 47,396 17,178 64,574 6,968 9. 3
2,700 51,891 18,629 70,520 7,892 8.9
2,600 56,137 19,288 75,425 8,816 8.6
2,500 60,044 19,552 79,596 9,740 8.2
2,400 63,728 18,882 82,610 10,806 7.6
2,300 68,005 17,816 85,821 11,872 7, 3
2,200 73,136 16,750 89,886 12,938 6 ,.9
2,100 78,596 15,684 94,280 14,004 6 , 7
2,000 83,155 14,618 97,773 15,070 6 ,.5
1,900 89,862 14,440 104,302 15,248 6,.8
1,800 96,025 14,262 110,287 15,426 7.1
1,700 101,786 14,084 115,870 15,604 7.o 4
1,600 108,718 13,906 123,385 15,782 7.8
1,500 115,592 13,782 129,320 15,960 8.1
1,280,295 299,931 1, 580,226 198,530 7.960/1
Analysis uses: 1) 12 cubic ft./ton
2) 40° pit slope
Ai-TENDIX 6
HP“65 Program Form
Title Strip Ratio Approximation - Rectangular Pit - 40° pit slope___________  Page_JL__of _1
12 cubic ft/ton
S W IT C H  T O  W /P R G M . P R E S S  [ 7 ]  [~PRGM | T O  C L E A R  M E M O R Y .
KEYENTRY CODESHOWN COMMENTS KEYENTRY CODESHOWN COMMENTS REGISTERS
LBL -r R 1 Top Elev,A Top Elevation +
Sto 1 RCT.3
Rtn 5 R? St deT.enp-t
LBL 0
B Side Length F
Sto 2 Sin R-} SideWidtl-
Rtn X
LBL enter




D Bench Height 2
Sto 4 ±.
Rtn + R 6
LBL RCL 7
E _
RCL4 Sto RyTons Ore
oSto 70 +
+ 7
5 R/S DisplayExteriorWaste(ton TonsWas te
RCL 1 RCL 2
RCL5 RCL 3
- X Rq
R/S Display Bench RCL 4
RCL5 X
enter 1 LABELS 
A /X 2
o5 8 0  v B ̂
0 Sto
C  ^F + D ̂
Sin 8 F ̂
X * n
RCL 2 R/S DisplaylnPitOre(tons) 1
X RCL 7 2
1 RCL 8 3
? 4
Rtn DisplaystripRatioForBenct 5










320-0616 TO RECORD PROGRAM INSERT MAGNETIC CARD W ITH SW ITCH SET AT W /PRG M .
APPENDIX 7
HP-65 Program Form
Preload Dep.Assets 6 
Tons ore/yr 8
Title MoS^ (Block Cave) Cash Flow Page_l_ of
S W IT C H  T O  W /P R G M . P R E S S  (T) | PRGM | T O  C L E A R  M E M O R Y .
KEYENTRY CODESHOWN COMMENTS
LBL
A Grade % MoSrt






























































































3320-0616 TO RECORD PROGRAM INSERT M AGNETIC CARD W ITH SW ITCH SET AT W /PRG M .
HP-65 Program Form
Title MoS0 Cash Flow (Block Cave)____________________________________ Page_J? of 2
S W IT C H  T O  W /P R G M . P R E S S  [ f ]  | P R G M  | T O  C L E A R  M E M O R Y .
KEY
ENTRY CODESHOWN COMMENTS KEYENTRY CODESHOWN COMMENTS REGISTERS
RCL 4 Sto R 1
+
Sto2 3
RCL 7 RCL 2 R?
_ RCL 3
Sto 1 R/S DisplayTotalProv.Tax+Roy
enter RCL R.a
RCL 6 9
enter R/S Display Fed. Tax






Sto5. - _ R6
— 1
0 • eex
g x Si 8 r7
>oGto 70 X
1 -





enter £ x S. r
enter Gto LABELS
A• 3
30 2 80R4- B
5 CHS C©X Sto7 D
Sto LBL E
+ 3 n
5 - RT 1
- RCL5 2
LBL + 3












3 20 -0 61 6 TO RECORD PROGRAM INSERT M AGNETIC CARD W ITH  SW ITCH SET AT W /PRG M .
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